Party Leaders Speak At Forum Thursday

Mrs. Schwartz, Peck, Minor and Tyler—Will Address Students

Political party leaders representing the Democrats, Socialists and Communists will address the Student Council symposium, to be held Thursday, at 12:45, in room 402. Each delegate will deliver a five-minute address, set forth the party principles that affect the younger generation of the country.

The speaker for the G.O.P., Mr. Peck, will be a member of the Board of Governors of the New York Young Republican Club.

Mr. Gus Tyler, the national chairman of the Young People's Democratic party, and Mr. Minor, representative for the Socialists, will address the students.

Mrs. Diana Whitney, the vice-chairman of the American Woman's Business Association, will address the students as the representative of the New Deal.

BULLETIN

There will be a meeting of the SS committee in SS today at 3 p.m.

Re-Exams To Be Held Monday, November 5, at 2:00 p.m.

Re-exams will be held Monday, November 5, at 2:00 p.m. in 402. Students required to take the exams are those who received a grade of F in a course taken last semester and those who made the absolute final exam. Each of the students scheduled to take the exams will be posted on the Bulletin Board on Thursday.

Beavers Shade Crusaders By 6-0

By Herbert S. Isaacson

By Herbert S. Isaacson

With 39 seconds of play remaining, pile-driving Wally Schmitt took a long over the scrimmage line and downed the ball in the end zone for the Beavers' third touchdown. Inspired by a poor boot which gave the Friedmen the ball on the Major and Orange 35-yard line, Schmitt plunged through to the sixteen, Rocked with the ball and being amased twice Schmitt was smashed to the one-yard chalk. The ball, placed in motion, was at home. Schmitt sprouted wings and City led, 6-0.

Government Jobs Planned for NYA Workers at CCNY

A plan for the placement of outstanding college students in government jobs was announced early last week at the National Youth Administration.

A select group of students, preferably seniors, who must also meet the following requirements, will be considered for employment by the NYA:

Roger Baldwin Letter

To Address Law Club

Roger Baldwin, director of the American Civil Liberties Union, has been invited to speak on “The Fight for Democracy” at the Law Club at 10 a.m. on Thursday, October 29, in room 804. The American Civil Liberties Union is the only organization in the United States which seeks to unify the major legal rights and ideals of American citizens.

Chick’ Chakin Describes Fascist Revolt Before Crowded Student Council Forum

By Martin Stikker

The most significant thing that has happened during the Fascist revolt in Barcelona, was the unity and the cooperative spirit of the Spanish people, who were fighting to save their government,” said Alfred “Chack” Chakin in his address to the student body last Thursday in room 48.

Chakin, whose speech was the last in a series of speeches for students to be conducted by the publicist, declared that “the Spanish people, who have been fighting to save a government, like the first time in their history, the-libraries and army of a democracy."

“Chack” is a coach of the American squad to the People's Olympics. He landed in Spain on July 18th. The coach said, “the storm broke. In Spanish Morocco, the military leaders

TickeR’ To Conduct First Straw Vote On U.S. Elections

Publication Attempts to Gauge Student Sentiment on National Presidential Campaigns; Five Major Parties Listed on Ballot

In an effort to gauge the pre-election opinions of the City College student, the Ticker will conduct a straw vote for the next two weeks, in conjunction with its editorial presentation of what the presidential candidates offer youth.

The straw vote ballot, published elsewhere in this issue, lists the names of the presidential nominees of the Democratic, Republican, Socialist and Communist Parties, along with Roosevelt.

The ballot, to be posted in the main lobby of the main building, will be on hand for the voting students to pick up the ballot and write in their choice. The ballot box will be in the main lobby of the main building, and the results will be announced the following day.

The vote will be on hand for the voting students to pick up the ballot and write in their choice. The ballot box will be in the main lobby of the main building, and the results will be announced the following day.

Dr. Barry Heads Robinson Probe

The second Robinson investigation committee elected Professor Charles Barry, of N.Y. U., as chairman, at its initial meeting, last Tuesday night.

President Lewis Mumford, who heads the probe of the first committee, “whalin” of its “vendetta” against the professor, was not in attendance.

Mumford’s successor, Professor Robert S. Lasker, was not in attendance.

Mumford’s successor, Professor Robert S. Lasker, was not in attendance.

Mumford’s successor, Professor Robert S. Lasker, was not in attendance.

Mumford’s successor, Professor Robert S. Lasker, was not in attendance.

Mumford’s successor, Professor Robert S. Lasker, was not in attendance.
The Candidates Speak Up

No. 2—Alf M. and Youth

(Editor’s Note: This is the second in a series of articles presenting the presidential candidates and their programs for the youth of the City.)

Ask anybody why they support Landon, and the answer will probably be, because he is not a spendthrift, and because he will effect a return to those early principles of government. The Republican Party, spokesmen of the Federal League, have set up precedents for a return to the principles of the Constitution as originally interpreted by the people of the United States.

The American Youth Act, as it stands, is the most liberal piece of legislation ever passed by the Congress of the United States. It guarantees to the youth of this country a proper education, a proper living, and a proper working environment. It also guarantees to the youth of this country the right to organize and to strike for a living wage. It is the most progressive legislation ever passed by the Congress of the United States.

On the other hand, the American Labor Party, spokesmen of the Socialist Party, have set up precedents for a return to the principles of the Constitution as originally interpreted by the people of the United States. They guarantee to the youth of this country a proper education, a proper living, and a proper working environment. They also guarantee to the youth of this country the right to organize and to strike for a living wage. They are the most progressive legislation ever passed by the Congress of the United States.

The American Labor Party, spokesmen of the Socialist Party, have set up precedents for a return to the principles of the Constitution as originally interpreted by the people of the United States. They guarantee to the youth of this country a proper education, a proper living, and a proper working environment. They also guarantee to the youth of this country the right to organize and to strike for a living wage. They are the most progressive legislation ever passed by the Congress of the United States.

The American Labor Party, spokesmen of the Socialist Party, have set up precedents for a return to the principles of the Constitution as originally interpreted by the people of the United States. They guarantee to the youth of this country a proper education, a proper living, and a proper working environment. They also guarantee to the youth of this country the right to organize and to strike for a living wage. They are the most progressive legislation ever passed by the Congress of the United States.
THE TICKER

The Sport Round-Up

By Emanuel Horwitz

ALL ABOARD for Philadelphia where the oncoming Beavers of City College will meet with success on the part of Drexel Institution, this Saturday. The game is the eleventh annual contest between the two teams. The Dragons have always been a threat to the Lavender aggregation during the past ten-year run, but this year's team, under the direction of Bennie Friedman, is a step above the former. Many of last year's stalwarts are back for hostilities.

The Lightweight Champs

Nevertheless, the outlook isn't too bright for the Lightweight Champs, for the Beavers, themselves, are just another team this season. And that in itself is quite a surprise considering that the squad is composed of twelve letter-men and at least six sophomores, who show more than ordinary talent. Perhaps, the main reason for their mediocre showing this far, is the lack of weight on the roster, with an average of 176 pounds.

Sing, Baby, Sing

One thing that the record books show is the remarkable production of enthusiasm the Lavender stands as a whole. The players and coaches have contributed to the contest with the most spirit, if not the most winning spirit. The Lavenderers were composed of twelve letter-men in the team this season. And that in itself is a mark of their enthusiasm in winning teams with but a few exceptions.

Babys BEAVERS

By George Weissman

AND ANITA GERSCHENSON

ACCORDING to Coach Yussman, the novice crop of ball-players must do much of the hard work in the coming campaign. He has high hopes of his freshman class and those experienced players who are returning. The team is composed of but a few letter-men and sophomores; hence, the need for the young blood division in the boxing intramural.

The class of '41 women has achieved 40 under the leadership of Jeanne Leibman who has been a steady source of support for the team. Miss Leibman will referee.

The '39 intramurals provided enough thrills and adventure to keep the boys going for the rest of the season. Down in the pool, came up from behind a typical Horatio Alger hero. Feeling forward for the sprints, was knocked unconscious and suffered a broken nose. However, he was unconscious enough to scoot out of the water to score three points. To 38's credit, it must be stated, that they acted very generously and most of all, they offered¤ to replay the last game at a future date, with Bergen's Rally standing on the books.

Splash! Our mermaids, led by Adelaide Lieberman, exhibited their natural skills at the swimming meet to be held Thursday, November 13 from 12-2. Events will be announced in the next issue. By the way, swimming skill is noticeably lacking in the freshman class, so...

Flash! Through the efforts of Mr. Montague and this column, a future swimming meet is expected in the Commerce Center and we're sure that we could find two or three that would be willing to do or die for their school in the gridiron. This is a serious suggestion, and we hope that our readers will give it due consideration.

Eberhart Advisor To I.C. Council

Mr. Charles Eberhart, of the Hygiene Department, was unanimously elected faculty advisor to the Inter-Class Council at a meeting held last Thursday in the Hygiene Staff office. He succeeds Mr. John Henderer.

All class athletic representatives were requested by Mr. Eberhart to attend the Council called for Thursday evening, at which plans for the A.S.C. Basketball and Swimming meets were discussed. The methods of scoring in the intramural swimming meet was the chief topic.

Kayeod by Kick,
Bergin '39, Comes Back to Nip '38

Although he was seriously hurt in a scrimmage in front of the.fiheries. He has high hopes of his first ball game this Thursday, at 4 o'clock. Miss Terrace will referee.

The class of '39 still hold the leadership of Jeanne Leibman who has been a steady source of support for the team. Miss Leibman will referee.

The '38 intramurals provided enough thrills and adventure to keep the boys going for the rest of the season. Down in the pool, came up from behind a typical Horatio Alger hero. Feeling forward for the sprints, was knocked unconscious and suffered a broken nose. However, he was unconscious enough to scoot out of the water to score three points. To 38's credit, it must be stated, that they acted very generously and most of all, they offered¤ to replay the last game at a future date, with Bergen's Rally standing on the books.
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The class of '39 still hold the leadership of Jeanne Leibman who has been a steady source of support for the team. Miss Leibman will referee.

The '38 intramurals provided enough thrills and adventure to keep the boys going for the rest of the season. Down in the pool, came up from behind a typical Horatio Alger hero. Feeling forward for the sprints, was knocked unconscious and suffered a broken nose. However, he was unconscious enough to scoot out of the water to score three points. To 38's credit, it must be stated, that they acted very generously and most of all, they offered¤ to replay the last game at a future date, with Bergen's Rally standing on the books.

Sport Snow

The sport snow will be discussed in the next issue.

Derek McGillicuddy

"City" Shades Crusaders, 6-0,
Scoring in Last Minute Drive

(Continued from Page 1)

Basketball Practice Opens

Twenty-six basketball aspirants turned out, last Monday, for the first pre-season practice. Many of last year's letter men are back for hostilities.

A remarkable amount of time was spent on the conditioning end, and in keeping the team in top shape. The approach to the season was in keeping with the attitude of the Crusaders in 1939. Head Coach Friedmann and the other members of the coaching staff made it a point to train the team throughout the winter months. The result was a marked improvement in the team's performance.

The Crusaders, who have been practicing for the past month, are expected to be one of the strongest teams in the area. The team is composed of twelve letter-men and four sophomores. The team has been practicing twice a week, and the players have been working hard to improve their skills.
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